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A complete menu of Gypsy Garden Jerantut Cafe from Jerantut covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found
here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Betty S likes about Gypsy Garden Jerantut Cafe:
We stopped in Jerantut for a transfer to KL, and found this piece of gem accidentally. The little outside garden

caught our eyes first. Even though it was Ramadan, the woman (who might have been the owner) quickly made
some food for us in time so that we can still catch our bus. We hope we can enjoy this lovely and kind hosting

next time we are in Jerantut! read more. What Mingyee T doesn't like about Gypsy Garden Jerantut Cafe:
Great and super affordable food. Generous potion too. Very friendly owners, great story teller. Not a big fan of
busking but layan. Only the couple are running the shop, so don’t come here when you are hungry. Write your

own order, because they do not have enough people to help. Bring your mosquito repellent. The owner borrowed
my 10buck because she don’t have charge for her customer. Arty and messy is just perceptio... read more. The
delicious and fresh juices on the drinks menu supremely enhance the meals in the restaurant, here they serve a

diverse brunch for breakfast. Not to be overlooked is also the comprehensive selection of coffee and tea
specialties in this restaurant, You'll also find tasty bites, cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot

drinks here.
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Mea� dishe�
MEATBALLS

Chicke�
ANANAS CHICKEN

Deutsch� Sp�ialitäte�
FRIKADELLE

So� drink�
JUICE

Soup
MUSHROOM SOUP

Juice�
PINEAPPLE JUICE

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

SOUP
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00 -17:00
Tuesday 11:00 -14:00
Wednesday 11:00 -23:00
Thursday 11:00 -23:00
Friday 11:00 -23:00
Saturday 11:00 -23:00
Sunday 11:00 -23:00
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